



The Peer Multicultural Educators (PME) strive to promote equity, celebration of
cultural and personal identity, and respectful and open-minded discourse in order to
improve the social condition of the IMSA community.






Take a look at Page 2
for specific updates!
Late April  Recap:
Our Newsletter!
WRITTEN BY DISHA DUREJA
Hello everyone and welcome to PME's brand new newsletter!
We hope to use this publication as a tool to communicate with
the student body effectively and spread more awareness about
diversity and equity.
"I would say our goals this year are to get our research
projects back in full motion, fully prepare for PME convention
and MLK Assembly, have a successful first cross-cultural
show."
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Click on link!
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" I don't think there will ever
be a time when people will






GENDER NEUTRAL SPACES @ IMSA
The Gender Inclusivity project team has
continued its various project goals over the past
couple weeks. The team has been working on
collecting research on co-ed halls through focus
groups, submitting our final proposal for two
more co-ed halls, and have recently submitted a
proposal for all-gender, single use bathrooms in
the hall commons bathrooms. With the end of
the year approaching, the project team plans to
finish outlines for proposed training sessions for
their implementation in the next couple
weeks/next academic year for student leaders
and incoming sophomores respectively. Feel free
to reach out to Promise (pobazuaye@imsa.edu) if
you have any questions or comments on this
project!
DISABLITY EQUITY @ IMSA
The Disability Equity @ IMSA project has finished
conducting research, interviews, surveys, and
focus groups; the project team is now
synthesizing insights collected into a
comprehensive proposal that will soon be shared
with administration. Next steps for the project
include reviewing the proposal with DEI-involved
individuals and organizations, developing a brief
slide show, and presenting to administration. Feel
free to contact Dhruv (dpatel4@imsa.edu) or Mahi
(msutaria@imsa.edu) if you’d like to learn more





The goal of the admissions project is to make
IMSA’s applicant pool more representative of the
state we live in. For now, we are conducting
interviews with staff and the admissions team as
well as working to gather data on the current
applicant pool. Looking to the future we hope to
use what we have learned to create a series of
initiatives that will help people from
underrepresented areas better understand what
IMSA can offer.
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Ramadan is the holiest month on the Islamic calendar. It falls on a different date every
year because it follows the Lunar schedule. Fasting on Ramadan is mandatory as it is
one of the five Islamic pillars of faith. Along with fasting, Muslims are expected to
refrain from unholy acts such as swearing, listening to vulgar music, and watching
explicit content for the entire month. Fasting entails many different rules, specifically
that Muslims can not eat or drink anything at all from sunrise to sunset. This means
that many Muslim families wake up together at around 4am to eat as much as they
can (Suhoor/Sehri), and then fast all day until 6-8pm depending on where they live to
break fast together (Iftar). The fast is typically broken with an odd number of dates
and a drink of water. There are various reasons why Muslims have to fast on Ramadan.
The main reason is that while fasting, the constant hunger you feel in your stomach is
supposed to represent a constant awareness of Allah SWT (God). This makes your
relationship with Allah SWT stronger which is your goal as a Muslim. Along with this,
fasting helps Muslims realize the pain and toil which the less fortunate without access
to food go through, and you are encouraged to donate to the poor (this is another
pillar of Islam). 
 
Although fasting can take a toll on your energy, many people look forward to
Ramadan because Iftar meals are usually much more grandiose than regular meals
(think Thanksgiving but for 30 days instead of 1). Keeping and breaking fast together
with your family and friends is also a great way to bond. The Muslim Student
Associaton at IMSA fasts together and updates each other on how everyone’s fasts are
going. Ramadan is when the Muslim community feels closest and is always a month
to look forward to. At the end of Ramadan is Eid al-Fitr, which is the most prominent
Muslim holiday where Muslims congregate at Masjids together to celebrate the end of
Ramadan by praying and feasting together.
Cultural Spotlight: MSA 
RAMADAN
By: Manaal Shamsi, Hamza Haq, Saamiyah Khan
